
Richmond Station 

Comments on Consultation: 

 

The main concerns for cyclists: 

 

 - Lack of cycle parking. The removal of railings from the front of the station will impact 

cycle parking. A recent survey of cycle parking carried out by the Richmond Cycling 

Campaign identified 160 cycles parked at the station (of which 108 were in front of the 

station attached to railings) while there are only 148 spaces provided (which are located in 

the car park and poorly signed. Consideration needs to be given to provision of cycle parking 

in front of the station (where it is more 'secure' due to the flow of people as opposed to round 

the back of the car park which is more attractive to thieves) and there is space in Option 1 to 

provide this. 

 

 - There is a gap in provision from the A316, where the recent TfL lane changes on 

Richmond Circus approaching Richmond Station put cyclists at risk and there is no 

Advanced Stop Line 'cycle box' on the Kew Road Traffic lights in the direction of the station. 

From Church Road, motorists are actively encouraged to drive over the cycle lane with a sign 

which states 'advisory cycle lane only, please use as traffic lane'. Option 1 is preferable for 

access by cyclists as the removal of forecourt access by motorists will reduce numbers 

accessing the station by car and carrying out u-turns on exiting. 

  

General Comments 

Option 1: 

 - Maintains 'desire line' for pedestrians exiting station 

 - Removal of vehicular access to forecourt provides less hazardous environment for 

pedestrians (c.f. present)  

 - Access to bus stops for pedestrians good and without congestion points (putting bus 

passengers in opposite direction to visitors to town centre reduces congestion at Foxtons 

estate agents) 

 - Opportunity to provide cycle parking in station forecourt 

 - Reduces risk posed to cyclists and pedestrians by taxis, both in forecourt and at station car 

park entrance 

 

Option 2: 

 - Pedestrian crossing is located away from desire line of those wishing to go into town centre 

(will results in pedestrians traversing road away from the crossing) 

 - Retention of forecourt is missed opportunity to improve congested frontage of station 

particularly at night when moving taxis pose a risk and cause congestion in station front. 

 - Location of station side bus stop will cause significant congestion on pavement in a 

cramped area as pedestrians walking towards town centre will conflict with those queuing for 

town centre. 

 - Location of taxi rank will provide increased risk for cyclists entering station car park to 

access main cycle parking - this is an issue at present with taxis turning in this entrance - the 

proposal sees this made worse by extending the taxi rank to both sides of the station entrance. 

RCC prefers Option 1 of the two options but neither option includes any real and useful 

provision for cyclists, particularly for those coming from the A316 into Richmond town 

which has to be a strong desire line. 


